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Traditionally, tools for performance tuning, testing applications, and debugging code have been expensive, hard to learn, and difficult to use. While previous versions of Microsoft Visual StudioÐ’® have included debuggers and other code-improvement tools, Visual Studio 2005 presents developers with robust and useful tools and processes to help ensure top-quality code. In this guide, an expert on improving code, John Robbins, steps back from the expert-level information that characterized his previous debugging books to present hands-on, practical advice for working developers on how to use the debugging, testing, and tuning features in Visual Studio 2005. In addition to an overview of the science of debugging and expertly-guided instruction, this guide also features solutions to common, real-world development problems. Developers of all skill levels will be able to use this book to help improve their understanding of debugging, debugging tools, tuning, and testing! , including how to effectively employ Test Explorer, the Enterprise Performance Tool, and WinDbg.

I wrote this book for developers who are tired of spending late nights at work debugging and want to improve the quality of their code and their organizations. I also wrote this book for managers and team leaders who want to develop more efficient and effective teams.

From a technical perspective, the ideal reader is someone who has one to three years of experience developing on the .NET or Windows platform. I also expect the reader to have been a member of a real-world development team and to have shipped at least one product. Although I don't care for the term, the software industry labels developers with this level of experience intermediate developers.

Advanced developers will probably learn a great deal as well. Many of the most enthusiastic e-mail messages I received about the previous editions were from advanced developers who didn't expect to learn anything. I was thrilled that the book was able to give them tools they could add to their toolboxes. Again, as in the previous editions, a wonderful group of friends named the Review Crew reviewed and critiqued the chapters before I submitted them to Microsoft Press. These engineers, who are listed in the Acknowledgments section of this book, are the crème de la crème of developers, and they made sure that everyone reading the book would learn something.
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The MEL Companion: Maya Scripting for 3D Artists (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2003
The Maya Embedded Language, or MEL, is the very foundation of the Maya application: it’s what makes it so powerful. And, if you know MEL, you can make Maya work more efficiently for your own projects. Whether customizing the workspace, modifying the tools that already exist, or creating new tools, an artist versed in MEL is ready to...
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Computer Architecture: Fundamentals and Principles of Computer DesignCRC Press, 2005


	Digital electronic computer systems have gone through several generations,

	and many changes, since they were first built just before and during World

	War II. Machines that were originally implemented with electromechanical

	relays and vacuum tubes gave way to those constructed with solid-state

	devices and, eventually, integrated...
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C Programming for the PIC Microcontroller: Demystify Coding with Embedded ProgrammingApress, 2019

	Go beyond the jigsaw approach of just using blocks of code you don’t understand and become a programmer who really understands how your code works. 
	


	
		Starting with the fundamentals on C programming, this book walks you through where the C language fits with microcontrollers. Next, you'll see how to...
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Africa's Turn? (Boston Review Books)MIT Press, 2009
In the West, Africa’s image seems forever torn between two false extremes: Politically Correct Positive and Stereotypically Negative. Those who promote the first want to persuade us that poverty and bad government are not as bad as they seem in Africa, so a little bit of outside aid and advice can cause rapid change for the better. Those who...
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WordPress For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The bestselling WordPress guide, fully updated to cover the 2013 enhancements WordPress has millions of users, and this popular guide has sold more than 105,000 copies in its previous editions. With the newest releases of WordPress, author and WordPress expert Lisa Sabin-Wilson has completely updated the book to help you use and understand...
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Programming Language Processors in Java: Compilers and InterpretersPrentice Hall, 2000
This book provides a gently paced introduction to techniques for implementing programming languages by means of compilers and interpreters, using the object-oriented programming language Java. The book aims to exemplify good software engineering principles at the same time as explaining the specific techniques needed to build compilers and...
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